
PnP:
Social & medical models of 

substance use care
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Health Initiative for Men acknowledges that 
we are privileged to be working on the stolen 

lands of Sḵwxw̱ú7mesh (Squamish), Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Sel
ilwitulh (Tsleil-

Waututh) and xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) Nations



Garth Mullins:

“This is something that many people don’t understand about the 
drug war. People think it’s because drugs are bad for you and 
there’s some kind of concern for the public health, but that’s 
bullshit. It started as an explicitly racist project.”

(Crackdown, ep 23: Cop Free Future)
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RACIST HISTORY OF PROHIBITION



21 THINGS YOU MIGHT NOT KNOW ABOUT THE 
INDIAN ACT

Bob Joseph:

“This particular prohibition created the scenario of Indians purchasing liquor from black market 
dealers and consuming it rapidly in back alleys and bushes … Indians would often consume 
their alcohol rapidly to avoid being arrested and fined. This led to a myth, which continues 
today, that Indians can’t tolerate alcohol …

"In the early days of the Indian Act, one intent behind the alcohol ban was the belief that if 
Indians were able to access alcohol, they wouldn’t be diligently working their ‘farmland.’ In 
other words, they should be on the reserve, working land that, in many cases, was not arable. 
They were expected to farm with rudimentary hand tools because they were denied access to 
modern farm tools, and if they did manage to grow anything, they weren’t allowed to sell it 
without a permit to leave the reserve or the permit required to sell their produce” (43-45).
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OPIUM ACT, 1908

• Race riots led by the Asiatic Exclusion League, 1907

– Influx of Japanese and Indian immigrants in beginning of 1900s

– A crowd of 5,000 people; 3 days of attacks

• Investigation by Makenzie King, Deputy Minister of Labour; saw white people 
using opium dens in Chinatown

– King's response: Opium Act, 1908

• Context: Called for Japanese internment during WWII; ended 1949

• First arrest, 12 months hard labour

• Victoria Daily Colonist, 1908: “an almond-eyed proprietor of the lowest opium 
den in Chinatown, from which two white women were rescued.”

• King invited by Theodore Roosevelt to consult on how to restrict Asian 
immigration to CA/US

• Lemieux (Minister of Labour): Global advocacy for restrictions on immigration, 
including asking Japanese Foreign Minister to limit Japanese emigration to 300 
labourers/year
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Mr L. Fongoun – one of the top tailors in Vancouver 
from 1901-1911; demanded $350 in reparations for 
the damages endured



CANADA'S PROUD LEGACY: EMILY MURPHY
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• Opium and Narcotics Act, 1911

• Anti-Chinese propaganda and campaigning led 
to harsher punishments in 1920s
– Including: Emily Murphy ("Famous Five"); court magistrate

– Black Candle, 1922

– Advocated for these laws to protect the "white race" & 
springboard for anti-immigration policy

– "It behooves the people in Canada and the United States, to 
consider the desirability of these visitors - for they are 
visitors -and to say whether or not we shall be 'at home' to 
them for the future. A visitor may be polite, patient, 
persevering, as above delineated, but if he carried poisoned 
lollypops in his pocket and feeds them to our children, it 
might seem wise to put him out" [emphasis mine]

• This was never about protecting our health; this is 
about protecting a white Canadian ethnostate



DECOLONIZE SUBSTANCE USE

• Challenge the medical model of "addiction" and 
substance use

• Harm reduction/substance use care is more than 
reducing everyday harms (systemic harms = 
capitalism and colonization)

• Examine assumptions around substance use

– How are your beliefs about drugs informed 
by classism and racism?
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HEALTH INITIATIVE FOR MEN (HIM)

• HIM is a non-profit society that aims to strengthen health and well-being of 
communities of gay, bi and queer men and gender diverse people in BC. Our 
vision is to build healthier lives together.

– Health Promotion and Knowledge Translation

– Training and Capacity Building

– Outreach and Community Engagement

– Sex Work Supports

– Sexual Health/Clinical Services

– Mental Health Support (Individual Counselling, Groups)

– Research Support

– Island, Northern, Interior expansion
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SUBSTANCE USE SERVICES
• HR Supply Distribution

– Online order: supplies.checkhimout.ca

• PnP & Me (Contingency Management)

• Afterparty (Drop-In)
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PnP 101: LANGUAGE
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• Meth:

• Tina, jib, crystal

• Side 

• T/parTy (“do you parTy?”)

• Poppers: amyl nitrate

• Not safe to use with ED drugs

• GHB

• Methods of consumption (incomplete list):

• Different methods: different risks, needs, & stigmas

• Injecting (shooting up)

• Smoking (blowing clouds)

• Hot railing

• Huffing (poppers)

• Oral ingestion (parachuting)

• Booty bumps; boofing

• Sexualized substance use: using drugs in a sexualized setting 
or for a sexualized purpose

• PnP (“party and play”); chemsex

• 1-on-1 partnered sex, group sex, solo sex



LANGUAGE
• Grindr, Scruff, Jack'D (geolocation hookup apps)

– Quick, anon, people within short radius

– “I think it does become a really blurred line for people who don’t do that ahead of time because it’s a lot harder to stick to
safer sex practices when you’re in the middle of using the drug without having any boundaries set beforehand, or if you’re 
using with people you don’t know very well” (CBRC, peer, urban area)

– Specific health needs: planning harm reduction in advance of using (negotiating, discussing sexual healthand boundaries when high; contract tracing with 
strangers), plan in advance of jerking off, mental health

• Anon / discreet / DL / Curious

– Sometimes: Heterosexual-identified men who have sex with men

– Closeted or questioning queer men

– Might not identify with language that assumes an identity ("gay sex" vs "sex with guys")

– Recommended resources:

• HIM resource: outness.ca

• Not Gay: Sex Between Straight White Men (2015), Jane Ward
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NUANCES OF PnP

• Combining sex and drugs is very common!
– Alcohol commonly used and expected to be in places where you find hookups/dates 

(eg bars, parties, weddings, gatherings)

– Drinking on date is often expected

– Flirting: "wanna come up to my place for a night cap?"

• Different health needs & different approaches to care because …
– Stigma and criminalization, and unmet health needs as a result

– We approach sex/drugs differently

• Intentionality in PnP informs ...

– How we organize parties, hookups

– How we organize what care looks like at the sesh and beyond
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• Incidentally involved
• No strong connection between sex & drugs

• Cultural norm; expected & assumed so we don't often think 
critically/negatively of it

• Purpose: To have a good time; take stress off 
socializing, dancing
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• Intentionally involved and inseparable
• Might be the reason you hook up/go to the party
• Using drugs before, during sex
• Using drugs as a sex act
• Polysubstance use
• Solo play (sometimes precursor to partnered play)

• Purpose: To get into a particular mindset for sex or to 
prepare body for sex (facilitate the sex we want)

Sex+Drugs (hooking up after the bar) PnP



• Exchange:
– Rare: some strip clubs or situations where alcohol is 

inaccessible to the person who wants it (e.g., minors)

• Care:
– Sober buddies at bars; rare

– Sex happens in isolated places; one-on-one

• Non-stigmatized & legal
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• Exchange:
• Trading/sharing common
• Selecting partners based on availability of drugs
• Sex work & implicit negotiations

• Care:
• Buddies at party
• Peer supports before/after the party (friends and PnP&Me)
• Can bring a friend – party, cruising, bathhouses

• Stigma and criminalization
• Harm Reduction

• Fisting, DP
• Queerphobia, racism, HIV stigma, etc.



WHO ARE PPL WHO PnP?
• People who like to have a good time😊

• All demographics – although we know that gbMSM use more meth than heteros

– Canadian Tobacco, Alcohol, and Drugs Survey (2015): reported using meth in the last year
• 0.2% of the general Canadian population 

– SexNow (2019): men who reported using meth in the last 6 months
• 9.1% of trans men in BC

• 6.3% of cis queer men in BC

• Crystal Meth Project (CBRC): 44% of GBT2Q people who use crystal meth are living with HIV
– Talk about drug interactions with HIV meds

– Medication adherence

– Community space and sexual healing

• All ages, income levels, cultural backgrounds, (dis)abilities, etc.
– You can’t recognize a substance user/someone who's into PnP by looking at them
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BARRIERS TO CARE

Sexualized substance use is stigmatized, criminalized, and overlaps with other stigmatized groups, so there are many 
barriers to care:
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• Fear of stigmatization or infantilization from doctors

• Compounded HIV stigma
• HIRI score

• Documentation
• Medical records and vulnerable populations

• Fear of criminalization

• Self-stigma & trauma

• Structural barriers
• Strict program mandates for sobriety

• Untrue endorsement of “harm reduction”
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This young Koala is an 
addict

BARRIER TO CARE



SOCIAL + MEDICAL MODELS OF CARE
• Borrowing from disability and queercrip theory

• Medical model – an issue that is intrinsic to the individual that needs to be cured
– The individual is "broken," "abnormal" and needs to be "fixed" (moral issue – "Just need to pull yourself up by your bootstraps and stop!")

– Immediately diagnosed with "substance use disorder" without considering the context of use, or what it looks like

• Social model – recognizes and accounts for social context
– "Social context": how the world (law, cultural norms, institutions) or the person's history (life story, family relationships, traumatic 

experiences) shape their experiences today – INCLUDING THEIR SUBSTANCE USE

– Marginalization and adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) increases likelihood of substance use

• What happens if we only adopt a medical perspective?
– Dr Laura Gottlieb: “I had diagnosed ‘abdominal pain’ when the real problem was hunger; I confused social issues with medical problems in 

other patients, too. I mislabelled the hopelessness of long-term unemployment as depression and the poverty that causes patients to miss 
pills or appointments as noncompliance. In one older patient, I mistook the inability to read for dementia. My medical training had not 
prepared me for this ambush of social circumstance. Real-life obstacles had an enormous impact on my patient’s lives, but because I had 
neither the skills nor the resources for treating them, I ignored the social context of disease altogether.”

– BC Coroners Service: 72% of descendants had visit with health care professional less than 3 months before death; 30% of descendants 
having 10 or more visits in 3 months before death

– Racist: blaming marginalized people for problematic substance use, instead of doing something to support them
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WHITE-KNUCKLING

• White-knuckling sobriety
– AA, the "dry drunk": someone who quit drinking, but hasn't dealt with the issues that led to the addiction in the first place

• Risks:
– Replacing one maladaptive behaviour with another

• Eg. self-harm, suicidality, reckless passive suicidality ("it doesn't matter what happens to me"), disordered eating

– Doesn't see improvement in their life and doesn't see the point in continuing to abstain

– After quitting – may have lowered tolerance = higher risk of OD

– After quitting – may have fewer social supports and few coping skills

• Ontario HIV Treatment Network: “What we might call an addiction problem, these guys are calling a 
sex problem. Something associated with gay sex, with Grindr, with loneliness, with isolation, with modern 
gay trends, with hooking-up culture, with peer pressure, with shame around sex, with HIV stigma, 
complicated communication skills, inabilities to form intimacies and relationships.”
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REASONS FOR USING
• Substance use isn't always problematic & relationships to substances can be negative, positive, or both. It's complicated!

– BCCSU: relationships to drugs change over a person's lifetime

• It feels good!
– Pleasure, wanting a new experience, enhancing experiences, celebrating (l ike opening a bottle of champagne), prepare the body for sex, to have more stamina, to be in the same 

mental/spiritual/physical state as your partner(s), lower inhibitions

• Social:
– Connecting with others socially or sexually

• Coping:
– Internalized queerphobia or self-stigma (HIV, kink …)

• BCCSU: "Yeah, I think that'd be shame mostly. I grew up in a very rural conservative community. And I had no idea that being gay was something that you could be until  I moved to 
undergrad and then I was l ike, 'Oh, wow, maybe that's something that I am.' And I think that I carry a lot of guilt and shame about that. That is quite unfortunate. And so when you want 
to be enjoying something with somebody, you want to just enjoy it and be a normal person. And so it's walking that l ine."

– Gender dysphoria

– Sexualized racism and fetishization

– Trauma (sexual or otherwise)

– BCCSU: increased substance use around 'coming out' periods (coping with stress, achieving community acceptance, gaining more confidence sexually)

– Reduce anxiety (before a hookup/date)

– Dr Peters: neg and poz men "robbed of connection" - feeling guilty for having sex, overcome fear of sex (and contracting/transmitting HIV), mourning the loss of 
partners/community/friends/support networks, survivor's guilt, cope with loss of body function through aging or HIV-status, overcome the side effects of HIV meds

– BCCSU peer: sleeping on concrete is "soul destroying" (chronic physical pain and psychological toll)

– Staying awake to avoid street sweeps

– Self-medicating because mental health is inaccessible (sometimes people with chronic pain, ADHD, and other disorders labelled as "drug seeking" and denied care)
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This young Koala needs 
appropriate housing



SOCIAL SUPPORTS
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• CBRC: Many GBT2Q people who use crystal meth need broad social supports and services:
• 24.9% (n = 47/189) were precariously housed
• 32.8% (n = 63/192) faced food insecurity sometimes (23.4%; n = 45/192) or often (9.4% n = 18/192)
• 37.3% made less than $30,000 CAD per year (n = 69/185)
• Employment and income:

• 81.7% (n = 143/173) indicated that most employers would not hire a qualified individual if they used drugs – suggesting significant 
perceived barriers to employment and pronounced stigmatization. In the

• Sex Now Survey: crystal meth use was associated with a higher percentage of respondents indicating that they could not “make ends 
meet” with their current money situation (21.6% [n = 11/51] vs. 7.6% [n = 44/582]).

• Relatedly, GBT2Q people who used crystal meth were more likely to be unemployed (14% [n = 7/50] vs. 4.8% [n = 28/583]) compared 
with those who did not use crystal meth.

• CMP participants also faced a wide range of stressful life experiences, including:
• The death of a close friend (62.9%; n = 73/116),
• The death of an intimate partner (20.7%; n = 25/121)
• The end of a relationship in the last 12 months (18.3%; n = 22/120)
• The loss of a job in the past 12 months (19.2%; n = 23/120), and/or incarceration (11.6%; n = 14/121).

• When asked about social support, 33.8% (n = 42/124) said that they did not have someone to confide in about their problems at least 
“some of the time.”

• Sex Now: participants who used crystal meth were more likely to report often feeling socially isolated (42.0% [n = 21/50] vs. 19.4% [n 
= 111/572]).



MEDICAL COMPLICATIONS
• Rx to illicit drugs pipeline – eg. developing dependence issues after an injury
• Monday blues
• Acknowledging that substances can exacerbate situations: CBRC, participants 

reported a wide range of consequences associated with their crystal meth use, 
including:
– Problems with their sex life (46.4%, n = 64/138),

– Health problems (n = 34.5%, n = 48/139)
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PnP & Me and The Afterparty

• Alternatives:
– Meth and the brain (discuss medical aspects of substance use while also 

examining the social context that shapes/influences the medical)
– How to have sober sex (confronting insecurities and assumptions around what 

sex is "supposed to look like")
– Shame (gay shame, family shame, kink shame)
– HIV and HIV stigma
– Anxiety and other mental health issues
– Body image
– Sexualized violence
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STARTING THE CONVO
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• CBRC: Supporting Gay, Bisexual, Trans, Two-Spirit, and Queer 
(GBT2Q) People who Use Crystal methamphetamine in Metro 
Vancouver and Surrounding Areas

• "What the draw is" …
• Can also ask if what they've gotten out of PnP/drugs has 

changed over time too

• "Connect the individual with specific resources"
• Might include help to quit using, but also what else do they need?
• Culturally appropriate: racist stereotypes makes accessing addiction 

services hard
• Build trust with peers and peer organizations: “I think he comes from 

a country that like the government couldn’t be trusted and you know 
he came here as a refugee as a result of political persecution so like I 
really think that he didn’t feel at all like government or government 
services could be something that helped” (peer, urban area)

• How do you practice harm reduction? How do you take care of 
your health when you're using?

• Ask about other parts of their life



Contact: daniel@checkhimout.ca

HR supply distribution: supplies.checkhimout.ca

PnP & Me: checkhimout.ca/pnp-and-me/
• Email Daniel or HIMpeer@checkhimout.ca
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